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Smudging

 

Using Sage, Palo Santo, Rosemary, or any other dried herb

you feel called to use. 

 

• Start by lighting the smudge stick

• Blow out the flame so it smokes

• Set an intention that the smudge clears any energys that's

not for your best and highest good

• Waft the smoke from the top of your head to your feet and

then back up

• Now start to cleanse your space. You can set a new

intention that it purifies your home with positive energy. Begin

to waft the smoke around your home (pay extra attention to

corners, closets, hallways) in a clockwise direction

• When done open a door or window to let the smoke out.

 

Selenite Wand 

 

Use a selenite wand to cleanse your aura or use it while

smudging to amplify the effects. 
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Essential Oils 

 

Essential oils of Lemongrass, Clary Sage, Frankincense,

Lemon, and Peppermint are all great at clearing energy. You

can diffuse them, use them topically, or make a clearing spray

with them. 

 

Epsom or Sea Salt

 

Epsom and Sea salt are natural purifiers. Add 1/2 cup to your

bath to clear your energy. 

 

Crystals

 

Black tourmaline, Smokey Quartz, Black Onyx, and Hematite

stones clear energy. You can wear them, hold them in your

palm, or carry them in your pocket or purse.  

 

Cord Cutting

 

Sometimes we have cords to people or fear that drain us. Ask

Archangel Michael to "Please cut any cords of attachment I may

have with anyone or anything that isn't for my best and highest

good and to release all effects of these cords now. "
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Chakra Clearing

 

Your chakras can store negative energy, thoughts, and

emotions. You can easily clear them by visualizing the color of

each chakra where it is located, recite the mantra for each

one, or by doing a chakra meditation (Youtube or Insight

Timer) 

 

Prayer 

 

To whatever higher power you believe in - God, Source,

Universe, Archangel Michael (is great at clearing energy.) Try

saying "Thank you _____ for clearing any and all energy that

isn't mine and isn't for highest good. Please transmute this

energy to the light where it can be transmuted to love. Thank

you."

 

White Light/Source Energy 

 

Connect to Source energy by envisioning a bright white light

above your head. Allow this light to enter your crown chakra

and fill your body and aura with white light cleansing any

energy that doesn't serve you. 
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Grounding 

 

Grounding is a practice that connects you to mother earth. It

helps to cleanse energy and support you. Here are a few

different ways to ground your energy. 

 

Visualization

 

Imagine roots or a white light coming from the soles of your

feet. These roots/light go down through all the layers of the

earth and when it reaches the centre of the earth it wraps

around the core. Start to pull up the earths energy through

your roots/light and allow it to cleanse your body. Repeat until

you feel cleared. 

 

Earthing 

 

Go outside and put your feet into the grass, sand, dirt, or

water. Allow yourself to connect to the earth's energy. Stay

here until you feel lighter. 

  

 

 

 

 


